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Segmentation of Pulmonary Nodules in Thoracic
CT Scans: A Region Growing Approach
Jamshid Dehmeshki*, Member, IEEE, Hamdan Amin, Manlio Valdivieso, and Xujiong Ye
Abstract—This paper presents an efficient algorithm for seg-
menting different types of pulmonary nodules including high and
low contrast nodules, nodules with vasculature attachment, and
nodules in the close vicinity of the lung wall or diaphragm. The al-
gorithm performs an adaptive sphericity oriented contrast region
growing on the fuzzy connectivity map of the object of interest.
This region growing is operated within a volumetric mask which is
created by first applying a local adaptive segmentation algorithm
that identifies foreground and background regions within a certain
window size. The foreground objects are then filled to remove any
holes, and a spatial connectivity map is generated to create a 3-D
mask. The mask is then enlarged to contain the background while
excluding unwanted foreground regions. Apart from generating
a confined search volume, the mask is also used to estimate the
parameters for the subsequent region growing, as well as for
repositioning the seed point in order to ensure reproducibility.
The method was run on 815 pulmonary nodules. By using ran-
domly placed seed points, the approach was shown to be fully
reproducible. As for acceptability, the segmentation results were
visually inspected by a qualified radiologist to search for any gross
misssegmentation. 84% of the first results of the segmentation
were accepted by the radiologist while for the remaining 16%
nodules, alternative segmentation solutions that were provided by
the method were selected.
Index Terms—Fuzzy connectivity, local adaptive segmentation,
nodule segmentation, region growing.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE mortality rate for lung cancer is higher than that ofother kinds of cancers around the world. To improve the
chance of survival, an early detection of suspicious lesions of
cancer is crucial.
Lung nodule detection is a challenging task in medical
imaging as lung nodules may be difficult to detect using com-
puted tomography (CT) scans due to low contrast, small size,
or the location of the nodule within an area of complicated
anatomy. For this reason, several methods for developing
computer aided detection (CAD) methods of nodules have
been reported in the literature to assist radiologists [1]–[6]. The
volume analysis of lung nodules is also important for diagnosis.
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In relation to this, the automatic calculation of nodule volumes
[7] has been increasingly used as an accurate and reproducible
technique. When compared to manual measurement of axial
diameter, the automatic calculation of nodule volume is a
more appropriate and sensitive method of recording nodule
growth. However, a common problem is that when the nodule
is attached to blood vessels or surrounded by a structure with
a similar intensity (i.e., X-ray attenuation coefficients), it be-
comes difficult to detect the extent of a lung nodule purely by
inspection. Thus, the detection of the extent of a lung nodule
through nodule segmentation is important for volumetric mea-
surement of nodules and an accurate diagnosis. (Note that
although the characterization of nodules—using measurements
such as volume and diameter—following segmentation is
important and, indeed, the ultimate aim of this research, that
characterization is not within the scope of this paper.)
An early method of nodule segmentation was described in [8]
in which dynamic programming was applied to the each cross
section of each nodule separately. This 2-D method relied on
manual initialization and is a 2-D approach. Other approaches
based on the deformable surface include [9], [10].
One problem with many techniques is that they impose a
model which is not applicable for all types of lung nodule. For
example, the approaches described in [11] and [12] are more ap-
plicable for spherical or ellipsoid nodules, respectively. This is
also the case for the methods introduced in [13] and [14] where
the volumes of nodules were estimated using the volume of an
ellipsoid. The ellipsoidal approximation of a nodule boundary
[13] results in a low intraobserver and interobserver variability
for volumetric measurement. This is a key issue for followup
studies of nodules (comparing a nodule scanned at two different
times). However, failing to describe the fine structure of a nodule
may result in an inaccurate estimation of its volume, particularly
for nodules with irregular surfaces or small nodules with pleural
attachments.
A morphology based approach was introduced in [15]. One
problem with this method is its sensitivity to the morphology
template size which makes it difficult to choose a suitable tem-
plate size for all different kinds of nodules. Using the morpho-
logical approach might remove surface detail of nodules such
as fine spiculations. As the authors indicated in [15], this algo-
rithm is targeted for small and high contrast nodules; thus for
large nodules, especially when a blood vessel is attached to a
nodule from one side, the algorithm might fail to properly de-
lineate the nodules. Similar approaches like this can be found in
[16] and [17].
The region growing technique [18]–[24] is yet another ap-
proach to nodule segmentation. It usually includes the following
steps.
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Step 1) Identifying a seed point (for example, within a
nodule candidate).
Step 2) Calculating the connectivity of the points of the im-
ages to the seed point.
Step 3) Applying a selection criteria to the connectivity of
the points (from Step 2 above) in order to identify
the extent of the nodule (Halting criteria).
There are a number of pulmonary nodule types that need to
be addressed. Some pulmonary nodules (e.g., calcified nodules)
are very dense, having very high contrast which readily separate
them from the background, even when they are attached to vas-
culature. Other nodules may have sufficient contrast to segment
them from the background, but also be attached to blood vessels
with the same or similar intensity contrast relative to the local
background. Further, there are some pulmonary nodules which
have a density close to the surrounding lung parenchyma. Fig. 2
shows some examples of different types of pulmonary nodules.
Due to this diversity of nodule types, there is an important and
challenging need to design a robust region growing method for
lung nodule boundary detection. We ideally require that a region
growing method should have the following features, which will
be addressed throughout the paper.
1) Seed Point Sensitivity: The detected boundary should not
vary when different seed points within the nodule are used.
Seed points may be selected by any suitable means for example,
manual or automatic selection.
2) Delineation of Nodule Boundary: The algorithm should
separate the nodule boundary from surrounding tissue with sim-
ilar density or X-ray attenuation coefficient such as the blood
vessel.
3) Few Number of Input Parameters and Use of Adaptive
Parameter Settings: Ideally, methods should not require any
input parameters; where required, they should preferably be
as few as possible. If the method requires parameters to be
set, then some means of adaptively or automatically estimating
those values should be incorporated. This should preferably
be on a per nodule basis to rigorously deal with the variety of
nodule types.
4) Halting Criteria: To get the region growing algorithm to
stop at the desired boundary, region growing methods should
not use predefined threshold values. Where required, feature 3
above should be applied.
5) Morphology: The region growing method should make
use of contextual information. For example, if the apparent
shape of part of a nodule indicates a sphere, then this evidence
should have an influence on the dynamic path of growth of the
region.
6) Usability: An effective implementation of region growing
methods into the radiology workflow is essential. User interac-
tivity should be minimal and the method should be relatively
fast. It is also useful to provide multiple segmentation results
for review by the user. For example, where the mathematically
optimum result is not to the user’s satisfaction (such as failure
in separating a nodule from the blood vessel), the user should
be allowed to select one of the other solutions provided by the
method.
An interesting contrast based region growing approach was
introduced in [18]. This method was based on the assumption
that the tissue of interest would appear as a bright or dark object
relative to the surrounding tissue. This assumption is not valid
for our application as there is a tendency to include a part of a
blood vessel with the segmented nodule. Therefore, the method
fails to address the second feature described above. To solve the
reproducibility problem (feature 1), this algorithm can be im-
proved by finding the optimum seed point (the seed with highest
intensity). However, since there is no geometrical constraint, the
search for the new seed might get diverted into a blood vessel
or some lung wall (towards higher intensity points). Further, the
method does not make use of any contextual information (fea-
ture 5).
Another interesting region growing approach, based on the
fuzzy connectivity technique, is introduced in [19]. This tech-
nique is based on the path of strongest affinity between each
point and the seed point. The concept of a fuzzy connectivity
map originated from the work done by Udupa [19]. The fuzzy
connectivity algorithm has been used in various medical appli-
cations [20]–[23]. This is over-reliant on the setting of detec-
tion parameters by the operator, and there are no ideal param-
eter values which are applicable to all nodule types. In short, the
original approach fails to specifically address features 1–6.
An extension of the fuzzy connectivity was introduced in
[24] where the description of the relative fuzzy connectivity
among different objects was provided. In this approach, the
fuzzy connectivity threshold value is not needed (feature 4
solved) since multiple objects would be competing amongst
themselves to win the membership of the voxels. However with
this approach, both the processing time and user interactivity
(feature 6) would be increased as multiple objects would be
performing the fuzzy connectivity computations from multiple
seed points that need to be provided by the user (feature 3).
These algorithms are intensity and contrast based region seg-
mentations making no use of contextual information (feature
5). Apart from feature 4, all other issues above still remain
unsolved for nodule segmentation.
The method described in this paper exploits the inherent
advantages of the two above mentioned region growing tech-
niques, namely fuzzy connectivity [19] and contrast based
region growing [18], to create a robust nodule segmentation
algorithm. It seeks to address all the above mentioned features.
This pulmonary nodule segmentation is aimed at isolated
nodules with low and high contrast, nodules with vascula-
ture attachment, and nodules very close to the lung wall or
diaphragm.
II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
The method performs a contrast based region growing, from
a seed point within a fuzzy connectivity map. It outputs the re-
gion which has the highest boundary contrast as the extent of
the nodule. It also provides alternative segmentation solutions
if the first mathematically optimum segmentation result is not
to the user’s satisfaction. The region growing is confined within
a mask that is adaptively obtained. This mask is used to estimate
the necessary input parameters of the fuzzy affinity as well as
to delineate or separate blood vessels from nodules. The mask
is used to seek an optimum seed thus making the algorithm re-
producible for any chosen seed location.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the algorithm.
Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the algorithm. The different
stages of the algorithm are presented as follows.
A. Obtaining a Seed
A seed, within a nodule, could be selected by the user or it
could be obtained through a CAD system.
B. Finding a Foreground Region
The foreground region is derived through local adaptive seg-
mentation and hole filling procedure as described below.
1) Local Adaptive Segmentation: Local adaptive segmenta-
tion is based on local contrast. One of the major advantages
is that, in most cases local adaptive segmentation can separate
blood vessels or other adjacent tissues from nodules despite very
low intensity contrast either between the two objects or their
interface, notably without excluding spiculations of the nodule
surface. In this case, the local adaptive segmentation can estab-
lish a boundary (of the background) between foreground objects
of similar intensity. Note that there are several stages proposed
in algorithm to separate blood vessel from nodule. Therefore, if
the local adaptive segmentation fails to perform properly on a
certain nodule, the other components of the algorithm (Sections
II-D and II-E) will attempt to identify the proper extent of the
nodule.
Another advantage of local adaptive segmentation is that nod-
ules with low contrast can be identified as foreground even when
a high intensity object, such as a blood vessel, is just a few pixels
distant from the nodule.
Local adaptive segmentation based on local contrast, can lead
to spurious detection of foreground objects in background areas
of low, but variable intensity. Such variations in background in-
tensity are often due to scanning artifacts such as partial volume
effect, motion artifact, or objects that are not likely to be nod-
ules. Hence, the detection of these spurious foreground objects
is advantageous because they are then excluded from the mask
and do not affect any subsequent processing steps (for instance
when adaptively estimating parameters of subsequent steps).
2) Filling Background Holes in the Foreground: Background
holes are typically a result of the local adaptive segmentation
within objects of high, but variable intensity and do not repre-
sent real low-intensity holes. These background holes are filled
in and thus converted back into the foreground.
C. Creating a Mask
A mask is created by first excluding unconnected foreground
objects and then enlarging or inflating the foreground region.
The enlargement of the foreground object is made twice its orig-
inal volume to include a pure background. The mask will be
employed to obtain the necessary parameters for the subsequent
steps involving two region growing algorithms, and it will also
be used as a confined volume for the growing region. The mask
will also be utilized in obtaining an optimum seed point. This
makes the algorithm reproducible (feature 1).
D. Constructing a Fuzzy Connectivity Map
A fuzzy connectivity map is created by applying the fuzzy
connectivity region growing technique [19]. The fuzzy con-
nectivity strength is adaptively determined by region growing
from the seed point all the way up to the full extent of the
mask, created in Section II-C. This implies that predefined
fuzzy threshold used in [19] as a halting criteria, is not required
(feature 4). The required parameters associated with this step
are calculated using the modified expectation maximization
(MEM) within the mask. The latter uses a statistical model for
the foreground and background material in order to estimate the
parameters of the models. Therefore, this technique is adaptive
to the contrast of each individual nodule and its immediate
local background as defined by the mask. The next step will
determine the optimum segmentation solution and provide
multiple alternative segmentation solutions based entirely on
this fuzzy connectivity map.
E. Sphericity Oriented Region Growing
This region growing algorithm is applied on the fuzzy con-
nectivity map within the mask. The extent of the nodule is estab-
lished as the region boundary of the maximum boundary con-
trast during region growing within the mask (feature 4). This
boundary represents the point at which the region is most dis-
connected from the background, and is therefore most likely to
represent the boundary of the nodule (feature 2). Where there is
more than one local boundary connectivity contrast maximum,
the algorithm suggests the first local maximum and it also pro-
vides a facility for the user to choose other solutions (feature 6).
The region growing is weighted according to the strength of
connectivity in the connectivity map of each point neighboring
the current region. This is so that neighboring points with higher
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Fig. 2. Different types of pulmonary nodules. C1: Nodule with vasculature
attachment. C2: Nodule surrounded by vasculature and lung wall. C3: Small
nodule very close to the diaphragm. C4: Irregular shaped and low density
contrast nodule. C5: Small low contrast nodule with vasculature attachment.
R1: Original image. R2) Local adaptive segmentation. R3: An enlarged mask.
R4: Fuzzy map on enlarged mask.
connectivity are added to the region before neighboring points
with lower connectivity.
The region growing is also weighted inversely to the distance
of each point neighboring the current region from its center. This
is so that points closer to the center are added to the region be-
fore points further away from the center (hence sphericity ori-
ented region growing). It should be noted that the sphericity
criteria is not imposed on region growing as an optimum seg-
mentation result. Instead, it is used to allow for the inclusion
of voxels into the dynamically growing regions in a spherical
fashion (feature 5).
III. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF NODULE SEGMENTATION
This section provides a more detailed description of the
method used in the proposed algorithm. Fig. 2 illustrates some
examples of different pulmonary lung nodules. The interme-
diate results of the major steps of the proposed algorithm are
given in rows R1–R4.
A. Obtaining a Seed Point
The user of the software inspects the image to identify an area
containing a nodule and selects a seed point which appears to be
within the nodule. The seed point may be selected automatically
as an output of the CAD software.
The user may instead identify a point close to a nodule, but
not within it. As detailed below, the method derives an optimum
seed point which is insensitive to the precise seed point location
chosen by the user even in some cases where the initial seed
point is outside but close to a nodule (this is more applicable if
the seed is selected by CAD).
B. Finding Foreground Region
First, a rough estimate of the extent of the region is obtained
by means of a local threshold-based segmentation process. A
local 3-D volume of about 3 cm in each direction (for example,
at 0.5 mm/pixel in the and directions,
1.5 mm separation in the direction), centred on the seed point,
is cropped from the whole 3-D image. A local adaptive segmen-
tation algorithm is then performed using a local 3-D mask to
segment the image into a plurality of connected objects.
In relation to the implementation, the experiment showed that
choosing different mask sizes ranging from to
would have a slight effect on the result. However,
this would mostly be rectified after the hole filling procedure. A
window size of was then chosen empirically.
More details in relation to generating the foreground region
are provided in the following steps.
1) Local Adaptive Segmentation: The specific algorithm pro-
ceeds as follows.
For each pixel within the local volume:
Step 1) define the local mask for that pixel;
Step 2) set the initial threshold intensity as the average
intensity within the mask;
Step 3) calculate a histogram of intensity within the mask
area;
Step 4) calculate the mean of the part of the
histogram below the threshold intensity;
Step 5) calculate the mean of the part of the
histogram above the threshold intensity;
Step 6) update the threshold to the mean of and ;
Step 7) if the threshold is not converged to the mean of
M1 and M2 go to Step 4;
Step 8) shift the threshold by a constant intensity
value, which is predetermined according to the
application;
Step 9) if the intensity of the current pixel is higher
than the shifted threshold, define this pixel as
foreground; otherwise, define it as background.
The results of the local adaptive segmentation on five dif-
ferent nodules are shown in Fig. 2(R2). As can be seen, the last
nodule [Fig. 2(C5)] is not separated from the attached structure.
This is a low contrast nodule that is attached to the blood vessel
having similar intensity. Although the local adaptive segmen-
tation has failed for this particular nodule, it is detached in the
fuzzy map image [Fig. 2(R4,C5)]. As observed, there is a more
dense area (a brighter blob) within the center of the nodule as
compared to the blood vessel. This is an example that shows
the importance of having different stages of the proposed algo-
rithm. The fuzzy map will be discussed in more detail later in
Section III-D.
Fig. 3 illustrates four different types of pulmonary nodules
with the results of local adaptive segmentation. As demon-
strated, the local adaptive segmentation has successfully
separated the nodules from the surrounding complex structures
in all cases. Note that in Fig. 3(b)–(d), the local adaptive
segmentation method has separated the corresponding nodules
due to the existence of relatively lower contrast between the
nodules and adjacent structures.
2) Filling Holes: The foreground objects acquired by local
adaptive segmentation may include “holes” i.e., background
pixels surrounded by foreground pixels. This arises because
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Fig. 3. Some examples of the local adaptive segmentation which separates the
nodule from surrounding complex structures: (a) low contrast nodule; (b) nodule
attached to blood vessel; (c) nodule very close to the diaphragm; and d) nodule
in-between the lung wall and diaphragm. Note the existence of relatively lower
contrast at the interface of the nodules in (b)–(d) and the adjacent tissues. This
allows the local adaptive segmentation to separate these nodules from other
objects.
Fig. 4. Mask region, (a) original image, (b) local adaptive segmentation,
(c) holes filled, (d) the chosen region containing seed, (e) unwanted structures,
(f) enlarged region of (d) excluding (e).
of the sensitivity of the local adaptive segmentation to small
local differences in contrast. Since the foreground objects may
represent nodules, they are expected to be solid.
Prior to constructing the 3-D foreground object (Step 3), a
2-D hole-filling algorithm [25] is used to fill in such holes, thus
converting them to foreground pixels. A 2-D polygon is fitted to
an object containing a hole within a slice, and the pixels within
the polygon are all set as foreground. The result of this is shown
in Fig. 4(c). The nodule appears as a hollowed object in Fig. 4(b)
following the local adaptive segmentation algorithm applied on
Fig. 4(a) and the whole nodule is recovered by performing the
hole filling procedure.
3) Recovering the Object Containing Seed: The slice which
contains the seed point will normally include many segmented
regions. The 2-D region which contains the seed point is deter-
mined by using a 2-D binary region-growing/labeling scheme
[25], as shown in Fig. 4(d).
Once the labelled region has been determined in one slice,
a 2-D foreground from an adjacent slice will be connected to
the 2-D foreground of the current slice if and only if there is
overlap between the displaced core of the current foreground
and the foreground of the new adjacent slice. The inclusion of
new 2-D foreground regions is applied consecutively through
the slices. This leads to the formation of a 3-D foreground
region that is defined as . Note that this method of 3-D
connectivity is different from the standard 3-D binary labelling
[25] where the connectivity is granted by at least a single voxel
overlap (or adjacency). The core of an object is obtained in the
same manner as for finding the user-independent seed point
(described in Section III-C-2).
C. Finding the Mask and Optimum Seed
The foreground region is expanded to serve as a mask and
the defining background region for further processing. The mask
is also used to obtain an optimum seed. These are described
below.
1) Calculating the Mask by Augmenting the Initial Region:
The foreground region is expanded using a 2-D distance trans-
form method to obtain a mask containing both the foreground
and background. This is important, since a lack of background
will result in a nonoptimal estimation of parameters used in
subsequent region-growing algorithms. The proportion of fore-
ground and background may be approximately equal.
A known 2-D distance transform method is then applied to
the inner part of the foreground region, in each slice, and
a maximum distance to the boundary is obtained, indicating
the size of the foreground region. The 2-D distance transform
method is later applied to the outer side of the region until the
expanded region is twice the area of the foreground region F.
The 3-D distance transform is not recommended because the
local adaptive segmentation might have already included low
contrast regions at the outer side of the nodules in direction
(see Figs. 10 and 11). Therefore, any expansion of the object
in direction may have a wrong impact on the estimation of
required parameters in subsequent region growing steps. Par-
ticularly, in some cases, it is observed that the expansion in
direction might include a diaphragm for those nodules being ad-
jacent to it.
Next, the foreground objects segmented by the local adaptive
segmentation process that are not labeled as part of the fore-
ground region are removed from expanded region. The ex-
panded region including the foreground region , but with the
unlabelled foreground objects removed, is identified as a mask
. A background region is defined by subtracting the fore-
ground region from the mask . The mask , the fore-
ground region and the background region are used for sub-
sequent calculations. The mask for the image is shown in
Fig. 4(f). The mask is generated by enlarging the foreground
region [Fig. 4(d)] and subtracting it from the unwanted objects
[Fig. 4(e)]. More examples are provided in Fig. 2(R3).
2) User-Independent Seed Point: As described so far, the
definition of the mask depends on the selection of the seed
point by the user. However, in order to get reproducible detec-
tion results, a user-independent seed point must be obtained.
This is done by defining an iterative process that inspects op-
timum seed points in the region and which is obtained irrespec-
tively of the intensity distribution within the region.
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At the start of the process, a seed point is chosen to be the
original seed provided by the user. At each iteration, a mask
will be extracted based on . A central core or “yolk” of the
mask is found using a distance transform method to erode
layers of the mask . The pixel with highest intensity of the
said distance that transforms within the yolk is identified as the
following optimum seed point . The process is repeated until
converges to the same value.




The optimum seed point is taken as the highest intensity
point in the 3-D distance map, which is equivalent to the point
where the longest line in the direction can be traced within
the mask. For two similar geometrical regions but with different
intensity landscapes, the optimum seed will be the same.
All subsequent steps are performed using the optimum mask
(the last mask obtained in the process above) and a seed
point that could either be the optimum seed previously found.
D. Construct Fuzzy Connected Map
A fuzzy object extraction technique is used to define a 3-D
map of fuzzy connectivity of each pixel within the mask
with respect to the optimum seed point . A fuzzy affinity
function between adjacent pixels is recognized and the fuzzy
connectivity between each pixel and the optimum seed point
is derived by finding the affinity along a path between the pixel
and the optimum seed point [19]
The fuzzy connectivity between two points (not necessarily
adjacent) is obtained by considering the path with the strongest
affinity between two points. The path with the strongest affinity
is then chosen as the best path and the strength of each path is
equal to that of the weakest affinity of adjacent points along the
path.
The affinity between two voxels is a measure of the proba-
bility that they belong to the same object. This probability is a
function of closeness (i.e., Euclidian distance) and the similarity
of the image features (i.e., intensity) between those voxels.
The general model for the fuzzy affinity between two voxels
and is given as
where the subscripts and represent the calculations related
to intensity and gradient values, respectively. and are free
parameter weight values whose sum is 1. is either , ,
or , depending on the direction between voxels and .
is an adjacency function based on distance between two voxels
which, for -dimensional coordinate voxels, is given by
The Gaussian probability function can be used for the affinity
where and are the Gaussian parameters for the intensity
of the region of interest. and are the Gaussian param-
eters for the gradient with being , , or depending on the
direction between voxels and . These parameters can be pre-
defined or can be obtained from an initial region as described
below. For the current application, the seed point intensity is
used for and other parameters are estimated within the mask
as described in the next section.
1) Estimating the Fuzzy Affinity Parameters: The mean and
standard deviation of the intensity and gradient are calculated
over all points within the optimum mask .
All gradient parameters are computed in three directions, , ,
and separately. For each direction, the corresponding standard
deviation is calculated based on the difference between max-
imum and minimum gradient. , , and are taken as
the means of the gradients in -, -, and -direction, respec-
tively, whereas parameters , , and are the standard
deviation of the gradients in their respective direction.
Adversely, the calculation of the intensity parameters requires
more attention as the standard deviation appearing in the
affinity expression plays a major role in the formation of the
fuzzy map and hence the determination of the boundary of the
nodule. An accurate estimation can be obtained by assuming
that every single pixel within a region belongs to either one or a
combination of the following three classes: foreground, partial
volume, or background. This schematically can be seen in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 5, the whole range of intensities within a region of
interest has been modelled as belonging to the three classes al-
ready mentioned. Ranges of image intensities corresponding to
each of these classes can be modelled as Gaussian distributions.
This modelling has been carried out through a modified ex-
pectation maximization (MEM) algorithm [26]. The following
explains the rationale behind MEM for a general case. A special
case includes three classes or tissue types: foreground, partial
volume, and background.
MEM works on an intensity image
of region mask with voxels of intensity and different
classes, .
A mixed statistical model that takes into consideration spa-
tial properties is employed for the distribution of voxel intensity
as follows:
(1)
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Fig. 5. Whole range of intensities within a region are modelled through three
classes: foreground (F), partial volume (PV), and background (B). Every single
pixel within a region will contribute to each of these classes. (a) Cross section
images of a nodule from a lung phantom, (b) the modelling of the region in (a)
into three classes.
where, for each
which is a Gaussian distribution with parameters
and . is a
spatial prior probability with spatial constraints imposed by a
Markov random field (MRF) and Gibbs random field (MRF-
GRF) [27].
An MRF defined on the set is a
lattice indexing the voxels in the given image , in which each
random variable takes a value . The probability density
of the MRF can be given by the Gibbs distribution
where is the energy function. The en-
ergy function is a sum of clique potentials over all pos-
sible cliques in the enlarged region mask, and is a normaliza-
tion term. According to the Hammersley–Clifford theorem, the
conditional probability can be derived using MRF–GRF equiv-
alence as follows:
(2)
where is the neighbourhood of voxel .
Assuming that the spatial prior distribution in (1) is
given by the MRF conditional probability in (2), the
posterior probability , according to the Bayesian prob-
ability theory, can be obtained as
(3)
Here, the potential function in (2) is defined as
(4)
where is a positive constant which controls the size of clus-
tering. The posterior probability represents the proba-
bility that the given voxel belongs to one class . Equation
(3) can be used to estimate the highest probability of the recon-
structed label image based on the observed intensity value and
the image model as defined in (1) and (2)
The model parameters can be obtained to solve (3).
To adapt the model defined in (1) and (2) so that the spatial in-
formation is considered by using MRF-GRF model, a modified
version of the two-step EM algorithm (i.e., an MEM algorithm)
may be used to estimate the parameters of the model and classify
voxels of each group simultaneously. For example, for a given
, the unique solution
can be derived as
(5)
where in each step can be approximately calculated by
assuming
The initial values for the MEM parameters are extracted from
these different regions: 1) the foreground core region: the orig-
inal mask without the internal boundary, 2) partial volume
region: the internal and external boundaries of original mask ,
and 3) the background region (a parenchyma region): the en-
larged mask excluding the foreground and the partial volume
region.
This MEM process converges after sufficient iterations, and
may be halted after a predetermined number of iterations and/or
once a predetermined convergence criterion is met. Following
this, is enhanced by the factor of 5, which was found empiri-
cally and was realized through experiments and which is highly
tolerant to the variations in the overall results of the current al-
gorithm. The new standard deviation is then used in the fuzzy
affinity expression.
2) Fuzzy Map: When the fuzzy threshold is set to zero, the al-
gorithm finds the fuzzy connectivity value for each voxel within
the mask to the seed point . This image can be considered
as an enhanced image whose voxels represent how strongly they
are attached to the seed point . Fig. 6 shows the fuzzy map im-
ages of three different nodules. It should be noted that no mask
was used to generate the fuzzy maps. In this example, to illus-
trate the fuzzy connectivity result with the correct parameters,
the mask was used to estimate the statistics, as described in the
previous section.
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy map of three different nodules. For each nodule, the fuzzy pa-
rameters were estimated using MEM technique within an acquired mask but
no mask was imposed to obtain the fuzzy map. (a) Large nodule surrounded by
blood vessels. (b) Very low contrast nodule. (c) Calcified (high contrast) nodule.
More examples of the fuzzy map applied on the mask can be
found in Fig. 2(R4). The last example [Fig. 2(R4,C5)] illustrates
the importance of using fuzzy map since the local adaptive seg-
mentation has failed to detach the nodule from the blood vessel.
However, the nodule has been enhanced (and separated from
the blood vessel) in the fuzzy map image. This is because, the
existence of a relatively lower contrast at the interface of the
nodule and blood vessel has an impact on the gradient of the
fuzzy affinity measurement. This results in weak fuzzy connec-
tivity strength between the nodule and blood vessel. Therefore,
if the local adaptive segmentation fails to perform properly on
a certain nodule, the other components of the algorithm (for ex-
ample, fuzzy map and sphericity oriented contrast based region
growing) will attempt to identify the proper extent of the nodule.
E. Sphericity Contrast Based Region Growing on Fuzzy Map
Instead of setting an arbitrary threshold, the unthresholded
fuzzy map can be used as an input to further improve the seg-
mentation. In a preferred embodiment, a parameter-free algo-
rithm using contrast based region growing, is applied to the
fuzzy map. In this case, the user only needs to provide the seed
point, without threshold adjustment.
To clarify the sphericity contrast-based region growing
process, the following terms are introduced.
1) Terminology: The current boundary is the set of pixels
adjacent to the current region during the growing process. The
internal boundary is defined as the boundary produced by the set
of connected outermost pixels of the current region. The current
region and the two boundaries dynamically change during the
growing process.
The peripheral contrast of the region is defined as the differ-
ence between the average grey level of the internal boundary
and average grey level of the current boundary
where is the peripheral contrast of a region, is the
average fuzzy connectivity of the internal boundary, and
is the average fuzzy connectivity of the current boundary.
At each iteration of the contrast-based region growing, one
pixel is selected from the current boundary and added to the
current region. The selection of the priority of pixels in the cur-
rent boundary is determined on the basis of their intensity and
the distance to the center of the current region. The combination




where and are the weighting factors and are set to 1,
is the distance between the candidate pixel and the seed ,
is the fuzzy connectivity value of the current voxel, and is
the average fuzzy connectivity of the current region.
When a pixel is added into the current boundary, the internal
boundary and the current boundary are updated. The peripheral
contrast is then calculated and added to a vector which relates
to the current region size. This process continues until the re-
gion fills the extended mask . As region growing expands
into the total space within the mask, there might be several max-
imum peripheral solutions, which represents multiple segmen-
tation results.
The first maximum peripheral contrast value obtained during
region growing is selected as indicating the optimum region,
with a boundary most likely to correspond to that of the nodule.
This optimum boundary is then output as the detected boundary
of the nodule. In case the first segmentation result is not to the
user’s satisfaction, the user can select alternative multiple seg-
mentation results that are available.
2) Sphericity Oriented Contrast Based Region Growing Al-
gorithm: The algorithm for contrast based region growing is as
follows.
Step 1) Define as a maximum region size.
Step 2) Select the seed point and add it to the current
region.
Step 3) Use second order connectivity (eight neighbors for
2-D and 26 for 3-D) to find neighbors and first
order connectivity (four for 2-D, six for 3-D) to
find/update the current boundary. Sort the points in
the current boundary in ascending order by using
the priority factor given by (6).
Step 4) Find/update the internal boundary.
Step 5) Calculate the peripheral contrast and put the
value in the peripheral contrast vector.
Step 6) Find the point with the highest priority [from
(6)] in the current boundary and add to the
current region. If the region reaches the predefined
maximum size (Mask size), go to Step 7, otherwise
go to Step 3.
Step 7) In the peripheral contrast vector, find the first
maximum value (local maximum) and the
corresponding region size, and output the current
region. The boundary of the current region is taken
as the extent of the nodule (optimum segmentation
result).
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Fig. 7. Effect of seed position on a nodule attached to blood vessel. (a) Orig-
inal image. (b) Fuzzy map grown from the initial seed (marked with a cross).
(c) Fuzzy map grown from the optimum seed (shown as circled). Contrast be-
tween the nodule and the blood vessel is more visible when the optimum seed
is used.
Step 8) Record all the local maximums found on the
peripheral contrast vector in a descending order to
provide multiple segmentation results.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Obtaining a ground truth (i.e., a “gold standard”) for defining
the border of nodules in clinical data is challenging. There can
be interobserver and intraobserver differences in manually out-
lined nodules provided by experts. Consequently, validating the
acceptability of any nodule segmentation algorithm is subjec-
tive. Given the above constraint, the segmentation results of the
current algorithm have been visually inspected by a qualified
radiologist for any gross missegmentation, such as a failure in
separating nodules from vasculature. For a gross misssegmenta-
tion, the radiologist selected other alternative segmentation so-
lutions provided by the algorithm (Steps 7 and 8).
It should be noted that given a large number of algorithms
published in the literature, it is not feasible to provide a com-
parative study based on a common database. Since the current
algorithm is a region growing based method that utilizes fuzzy
connectivity [19] and contrast region growing [18], the first
part of this section provides comparative studies with these
two methods. This part also shows the importance of using the
different stages of the algorithm. The second part provides the
experimental results of the algorithm applied on 815 nodules.
A. Comparative Results
Before presenting the comparative results, the importance of
using the optimum seed rather than the initial seed is illustrated
in Fig. 7. For this experiment, the mask was used to find the
optimum seed (indicated as a small circle), and no mask was
employed for the region growing, in order to show the fuzzy
connectivity between the seed and all the surrounding struc-
tures. In both cases of Fig. 7, the same initial seed point, indi-
cated with a cross, was used. In the first experiment [Fig. 7(b)],
then the fuzzy map was generated from the initial seed point;
while in the second experiment [Fig. 7(c)], the seed was first
moved to an optimum position and the fuzzy map was created.
As can be seen, the contrast between the nodule and the blood
vessel is more noticeable when the optimum seed is used. This
results in more accurate nodule segmentation as well as making
it fully reproducible. The reproducibility test will be provided
in Section IV-B of the experimental results.
Note that for the following comparative experiment, the seed
positions were chosen such that the best results were obtained
using methods in [18] and [19]. For the proposed algorithm,
the initial seed positions were not important, as optimum seed
points were obtained as part of the algorithm. This was de-
scribed in Section III-C.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of different techniques on four dif-
ferent nodules. The results of the classical fuzzy connectivity re-
gion growing are shown in Fig. 8 (R2)–(R5). These experiments
were conducted to illustrate the sensitivity of the fuzzy connec-
tivity region growing, proposed in [19], on the parameters. No
masks were used for these cases. Fig. 8(R2) and (R3) displays
the effect of the standard deviation in the fuzzy affinity expres-
sion (Section III-D) on the segmentation result. In Fig. 8(R2),
the standard deviation was set to produce the best result for the
first nodule [Fig. 8(R2,C1)]. This parameter was too aggressive
for the other three nodules, which resulted in the inclusion of ad-
jacent tissues in segmentation result. A lower standard deviation
(the same fuzzy threshold) was then used to allow for a proper
segmentation for the second nodule, as shown in Fig. 8(R3,C2).
This lead to an under-segmentation of the first nodule, an ac-
ceptable segmentation of the third nodule and a failure of the
last one. These results prove that an adaptive approach for esti-
mating standard deviation per nodule is required. The proposed
algorithm uses MEM method to overcome this problem (Step 1
of Section III-D).
Fig. 8(R4) and (R5) displays the effect of the fuzzy threshold
(Step 2 in Section III-D) on the segmentation result. For these
experiments, the standard deviations for each nodule were es-
timated using MEM (as described in Step 1 in Section III-D).
Two arbitrary fuzzy threshold values were used to obtain seg-
mentation results as displayed in Fig. 8(R4) and (R5). As can
be seen, the lower threshold of Fig. 8(R4) produced proper seg-
mentations for the first two nodules while it failed on the third
and the fourth nodules. Conversely, the fuzzy threshold with the
higher value, Fig. 8(R5), was sufficient for the second and the
third nodules but failed on the fourth and it was also under-seg-
mented for the first nodule. These results clearly indicate that
fuzzy connectivity can be sensitive to the fuzzy threshold value.
This problem has been solved in the current algorithm by ap-
plying the sphericity oriented contrast based region growing on
the fuzzy map as explained in Section III-E.
Fig. 8(R6) and (R7) shows a comparative result of the orig-
inal contrast based region growing [18] against the sphericity
oriented contrast based region described in Section III-E. Both
methods were applied on the raw images of Fig. 8(R1). The
sphericity constraint contrast based region growing [i.e.,
in (8)] performed well on the first nodule as compared to the
original contrast based region growing [ in (8)]. The per-
formance was also slightly better on the second nodule and, for
the third and fourth nodules both techniques failed to segment
the nodules due to the strong presence of a blood vessel and the
nodule being too close to the diaphragm respectively.
In order to further illustrate the effect of the sphericity con-
straint on contrast based region growing, a schematic smoothed
graph of peripheral contrast (see Section III-E) against the re-
gion size for the first nodule [Fig. 8(C1)] was generated and
this is shown in Fig. 9. The region corresponding to the max-
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Fig. 8. Results of the four techniques on four different types of pulmonary nod-
ules (columns C1–C4). Rows indicate different tests on the given nodules. R1:
Original image. R2: Results of the classical fuzzy region growing with no mask.
R3: Same as R2 with lower standard deviation and the same fuzzy threshold.
R4: Results of the classical fuzzy region growing with no mask using estimated
standard deviation from MEM. R5: Same as R4 with higher fuzzy threshold.
R6: Results of the contrast based region growing (no sphericity constraint) with
no mask. R7: Results of the sphericity oriented contrast based region growing
with no mask. R8: Results of the proposed method.
imum peaks on the graph indicates the optimum segmentation
result as given (outlined) in Fig. 8(R6,C1) and 8(R7,C1). This
is a nodule attached to a blood vessel. Fig. 8(R6,C1) shows the
result of region growing corresponding to the maximum peak of
the dotted line graph of Fig. 9. This result is obtained when the
region growing is weighted according to the strength of connec-
tivity in the intensity map of each point neighboring the current
region [ ; in (6)–(8)], so that those neighboring
Fig. 9. Peripheral contrast versus number of pixels for nodules of Fig. 8(R6,C1)
and (R7,C1). Region corresponding to the maximum peripheral contrast, the
peak, is taken as the nodule segmentation result. Peak has slightly shifted in the
sphericity oriented region growing. In this typical example, using the sphericity
oriented region growing, the peak of the contrast profile occurs before region
growing fills the blood vessel, resulting in successful segmentation of the nodule
of Fig. 8(R7,C1).
points with higher connectivity are added to the region before
neighboring points with lower connectivity. As a result, the re-
gion growing fills a part of the blood vessel before filling in the
outer boundary of the nodule. Fig. 8(R7,C1) shows the result
of region growing corresponding to the maximum peak in the
solid line graph of Fig. 9. This result is obtained when the region
growing is also weighted inversely to the distance of each point
neighboring the current region from its center ( , )
so that points closer to the center are added to the region before
points further away. As a result, the peak of the solid line graph
in Fig. 9 slightly shifts to the left, as compared to the peak of
the dotted line, and the desired peak is achieved before region
growing fills the blood vessel, as shown in Fig. 8(R7,C1).
Finally, the results of the proposed algorithm on the same
nodules are provided in Fig. 8(R8). All the nodules are correctly
delineated from the surrounding structures without using any
predefined parameters. It should be noted that the same results
were obtained with different initial seed points. With the pro-
posed algorithm, the extracted boundaries cover the totality of
the nodules more sufficiently as compared to other algorithms
([18] and [19]).
The last nodule [Fig. 8(C4)] is a low contrast structure and it
is almost attached to the diaphragm. As seen, the proposed algo-
rithm has successfully extracted the nodule, while the other al-
gorithms have failed to separate the nodule from the diaphragm.
In this case, the local adaptive segmentation described in Sec-
tion III-B has managed to separate the nodule from the lung
wall, as was shown in Fig. 3(c).
B. Reproducibility and Acceptability of the Proposed Method
The previous section described and illustrated the compar-
ative results between the proposed method and the classical
fuzzy connectivity [19] and contrast region growing [18]. The
aim of this experiment is now focused on evaluating the pro-
posed method using extensive data sets. The following are de-
tails of the two databases that were used in this study. For both
databases, nodules ranging between 5 and 30 mm in diameter
were chosen.
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Database1: This database was used during the research and
development (RD) of the algorithm. It consists of 608 pul-
monary nodules out of 343 scans with a slice thickness ranging
from 0.5 to 2.0 mm and the X-ray tube current ranging from 80
to 300 mA. Out of 608 pulmonary nodules, 351 were isolated
nodules with no significant connection to vasculature. This
included solid or high contrast nodules (having CT numbers
much higher than that of surrounding voxels) and low contrast
nodules (having CT numbers closer to those of surrounding
voxels). 257 of 608 nodules are being either attached to blood
vessel or near lung wall or diaphragm.
Database2: This database was available as an independent
testing group. It contained 207 pulmonary nodules out of 80 CT
scans obtained from two centers. 50 of those CT scans were ac-
quired in Center 1 using a protocol of 3.0 mm slice thickness
and 200 mA X-ray tube current. The remaining 30 scans were
acquired in Center 2 with a protocol of 2.0 mm and 250 mA for
slice thickness and X-ray tube current, respectively. The data-
base contained 109 isolated nodules and 98 vascularized nod-
ules or nodules near the lung wall or diaphragm.
1) Reproducibility Evaluation: The aim of this experiment is
to examine whether the algorithm produces the same optimum
seed point from different initial seed points. This experiment
is carried out regardless of the acceptability of the segmented
regions which will be the aim of the next sections.
To evaluate this reproducibility experiment efficiently, a
simple software interface was designed to allow the user to
provide approximate areas that would roughly mark the bound-
aries of the nodules. It should be noted that the marked areas
only represent approximate regions that might not accurately
cover the whole portion of the nodules. As such, they were not
used to examine the acceptability of the segmented regions of
the algorithm. They were only used to automatically determine
random seed points to perform the reproducibility test for the
given method. As a result, an automated software tool was
designed as described below.
For each nodule, 10 random seed points were obtained within
the corresponding marked area. The algorithm was applied to
each random point to obtain the optimum seed point. If the al-
gorithm produced the same optimum seed location for all the 10
random points (for each nodule), the method was considered to
be successful in performing this stage of the algorithm, namely
the optimum seed generation.
This automated software tool was applied on both the
databases (Database1 and Database2) containing a total of 815
pulmonary nodules. The software tool produced a successful
outcome for all 815 cases. This indicates that the proposed
algorithm is fully reproducible because it can produce the same
optimum seed point from different initial seeds, hence leading
to the same segmentation result.
Fig. 10 shows an example of the above experiment. The
results from 10 random seed points were overlaid on the same
cross section images. The positions of the ten random seed
points are displayed in the images. As the figure illustrates, all
ten attempts produced exactly the same optimum seed point
(shown as a darker point and marked with an arrow). This leads
to the same segmentation result as shown in the figure (which
also shows the boundary of the segmentation result).
Fig. 10. Positions of the ten random seed points are displayed as black dots
inside the nodule, while the optimum seed is shown as a larger dot with an
arrow. All the random seed points lead to same optimum point and therefore
produced exactly the same segmentation result. Bottom-right image shows the
3-D surface rendering of the extracted nodule.
2) Acceptability Evaluation Using Database1: For this ex-
periment, Database1 was used to evaluate the acceptability of
the method. The acceptability of the extracted nodules was ex-
amined by a qualified radiologist based on visual inspection
for any gross misssegmentation. For a gross misssegmentation,
such as a failure in separating nodules from adjacent tissue,
the radiologist selected other alternative segmentation solutions
provided by the algorithm. The radiologist reported that out of
608 nodules, 85% were considered accurately segmented. This
means that the radiologist was satisfied with the first optimum
segmentation result offered by the proposed algorithm. For the
remaining 15%, the radiologist chose an alternative segmenta-
tion solution. All segmentation results that required an alterna-
tive segmentation result were part of the vascularized nodules
or nodules very close to the lung wall or diaphragm.
Fig. 11 illustrates two examples of difficult nodules from the
above experiment. The radiologist has confirmed that they have
been successfully extracted. A volume rendering is provided to
display the complexity of the structures that are attached to the
nodules.
Fig. 12 shows an example of a typical nodule, very close to a
wall, with its multiple segmentation results provided by the pro-
posed algorithm. Fig. 12(a) illustrates the occurrence of multiple
peaks on the peripheral contrast curve which represent multiple
solution results. Fig. 12(b) shows an alternative segmentation
solution (that corresponds to the peak B) generated by the algo-
rithm. This was accepted by the user while the original segmen-
tation solution (at peak A) was rejected.
3) Acceptability Evaluation Using Database2: The segmen-
tation results of the current method on 207 pulmonary nodules
from Database2 were visually inspected by a qualified radiol-
ogist. The results indicated that out of all 207 nodules, 83%
were categorized as accurately segmented (first best solution
provided by the algorithm), and 17% required an alternative so-
lution provided by the algorithm. All the alternative segmenta-
tion results selected by user were from the vascularized nodules
or nodules very close to the lung wall or diaphragm.
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Fig. 11. Three-dimensional region growing of two nodules using the proposed
algorithm. For each case, the top image shows the boundary while the bottom
image gives the 3-D volumetric (left image) and surface rendering result (right
images). White arrow is drawn to highlight the position of the nodules in the
3-D volumetric images.
Fig. 12. Example of a nodule with multiple segmentation solutions. (a) Graph
for the peripheral contrast versus number of pixels showing multiple peaks.
(b) Segmentation result corresponding to the peak B where the first segmen-
tation result (at peak A) was rejected.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper has presented an efficient region growing algo-
rithm that is highly reproducible and is able to segment different
types of pulmonary nodules including high and low contrast
nodules, nodules with vasculature attachment, and nodules very
close to the lung wall or diaphragm.
The algorithm was designed to address the features 1–6 that
were presented in Section I. Each of the features is reiterated in
this section.
A. Seed Point Sensitivity
The method has found an optimum seed point prior to per-
forming the region growing for nodule segmentation. This has
been done to make the method reproducible for any initial seed
point (within nodules) that is chosen by the user. The experi-
mental results section has provided the outcome of the repro-
ducibility test on 815 pulmonary nodules. It has shown that the
current method is not sensitive to the initial placement of seed
points.
B. Delineation of Nodule Boundary
The experimental results have shown that the algorithm is
successful in that it is able to detect the extent of all isolated nod-
ules including high and low contrast nodules (460 out of 815)
and required no adjustment (i.e., selecting alternative segmen-
tation solution).
A combination of the three components (local adaptive
segmentation, fuzzy connectivity map, and sphericity oriented
region growing) has produced a successful separation of many
vascularized nodules, or nodules very close to lung wall or
diaphragm.
The first two components are based on the premise that voxels
residing at the junction of the nodules (whether it has a regular
or irregular shape) and blood vessels (or other adjacent objects),
often have lower intensity values as compared to those with
the denser structures such as the blood vessel. As a result, in
the local adaptive segmentation algorithm, the interface voxels
have been forced back to zero (background) which results in
separating the blood vessel from the nodule. Further, lower in-
tensity values will have an impact on the gradient of the fuzzy
affinity measurement which might result in weak fuzzy con-
nectivity strength between the two objects (nodule and blood
vessel). Our observation and experimental results have shown
no trace of such low intensity values (interfaces) between the
compact area of an irregular shaped nodule and its irregular sur-
face (such as its spiculation). In fact, the intensity values of an ir-
regular nodule either gradually decreases from its very compact
area towards its surface detail or have similar intensity values
(with no low intensity value interface). However, we do not dis-
card the possibility that there might be an odd occurrence of
lower intensity at the interface of such irregular spiculated nod-
ules; in such cases our method might inaccurately remove the
surface detail of the nodule.
The third component, the sphericity oriented region growing
using contextual information for the nodule segmentation, is
discussed in the Section V-E.
The experimental results have indicated that 231 nodules out
of 355 vascularized nodules and nodules very close to the lung
wall or diaphragm were successfully segmented using the first
best solution provided by the algorithm. The remaining 124 out
of 355 of nodules have required alternative segmentation solu-
tions provided by the algorithm.
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C. Few Number of Input Parameters and Use of Adaptive
Parameter Setting
The only input parameter given by the user is a seed point and
other parameters have been adaptively estimated per nodule, as
described in Section III-D.
D. Halting Criteria
The current method does not require any threshold setting as
the halting criteria. Instead, it uses a sphericity oriented contrast-
based region growing technique (see Section III-E) on the fuzzy
map (see Section III-D) within a mask to adaptively identify the
extent of a nodule.
E. Morphology
The sphericity oriented region growing takes into account the
spherical shape of a nodule by encouraging points closer to the
center to be added to the region before points further away from
the center are added. (see Section III-E).
It should be noted that the sphericity criteria has not been im-
posed on region growing as an optimum segmentation result or
used as a halting criteria to get the region growing algorithm to
stop at a specific boundary with spherical shape. Instead, it has
allowed voxels to be added to the growing region in a spher-
ical fashion. This growing process continues until the region
fills the mask. The direction of the growing process within the
mask has caused the region to grow first on the very compact
part of the nodule, next towards the edge, later towards the sur-
face detail of the nodule (such as spiculations) and finally to any
blood vessel (i.e., if other components of the algorithm fail to
separate the blood vessels attached to nodules, as explained in
Section V-B). This has increased the likelihood of a first local
maximum boundary connectivity contrast taking place before
the region grows incorrectly to adjacent tissues with high con-
nectivity within the mask. The advantage of using the sphericity
oriented contrast region growing technique has been shown in
Fig. 8(R7,C1).
As region growing expands into the total space within the
mask, there might be several maximum peripheral solutions,
which represent multiple segmentation results.
F. Usability
The method is optimized to reduce the computation time. For
example, it takes 5 s in average to run the method on a 2 GHz
Pentium 4 with a 2 GB RAM. Furthermore, the method requires
only a single seed point and allows for multiple segmentation
results in case the first given segmentation solutions are not to
the satisfaction of the user.
VI. CONCLUSION
A detection of the extent of a lung nodule (nodule segmenta-
tion) is vital for volumetric measurement of nodules and hence
an accurate diagnosis. For this reason, a new region growing
method has been proposed for lung nodule segmentation. This
method uses a combination of fuzzy connectivity, distance and
intensity information as the growing mechanism and peripheral
contrast as the halting criterion. After comprehensive tests with
real images, it was found that this region growing method could
provide encouraging results for pulmonary nodules in CT lung
images. The results also indicate that the method is highly repro-
ducible for various types of nodules from various data protocols.
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